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Electronic structure of the CaÕSi„111…-„3Ã2… surface

Kazuyuki Sakamoto,1,* H. M. Zhang,2 and R. I. G. Uhrberg2
1Department of Physics, Graduate School of Science, Tohoku University, Sendai 980-8578, Japan

2Department of Physics and Measurement Technology, Linko¨ping University, S-581 83 Linko¨ping, Sweden
~Received 28 September 2003; revised manuscript received 17 December 2003; published 17 March 2004!

The electronic structure of the Ca/Si~111!-(332) surface has been investigated by angle-resolved photo-
electron spectroscopy. Five surface states, none of which crosses the Fermi level, were observed in the bulk
band gap, and one surface state was observed in a bulk band pocket. The dispersion features of three of the
surface states in the band gap agree well with results from monovalent atom adsorbed Si~111!-(331) surfaces
along the chain direction. The close resemblance indicates that the origins of the surface states are the same as
or quite similar to those of the (331) surface. The two other states observed in the band gap have not been
reported in the literature, and they are interpreted as surface states that occur on Ca/Si~111!-(332) due to the
lower coverage~1/6 monolayer of Ca!. Further, based on the finite surface state dispersion in the direction
perpendicular to the Ca chains, we conclude that the electronic character of this surface is not completely one
dimensional.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.69.125321 PACS number~s!: 73.20.At, 79.60.2i, 61.14.Hg
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I. INTRODUCTION

One-dimensional~1D! superstructures, which are forme
on semiconductor surfaces by the adsorption of metal ato
exhibit various exotic physical phenomena.1–6 The observa-
tions of these exciting physical phenomena led to a profo
interest in measuring the electronic structures of alkali
earth metal~AEM! induced Si~111!-(332) surfaces, since
these surfaces have been proposed to be strongly corre
electron systems.7,8 This proposition was based on the a
sumption that the geometric structure and adsorbate cove
of these surfaces are completely the same as those of a
metal ~AM ! induced Si~111!-(331) surfaces, i.e., the struc
ture is described by the honeycomb-chain-channel~HCC!
model9–11 shown in Fig. 1~a!. The HCC structure with an
AEM adsorbate coverage of 1/3 monolayer~ML ! leads to an
odd number of valence electrons in a (331) unit cell, and
the semiconducting electronic structure is unexpected wi
a simple one-electron description. The observations of32
periodicities in the chain direction8,12–15 supported the
proposition that the semiconducting character results fro
Peierls instability with the formation of a charge-dens
wave.

However, recently, a different structural model, which r
moves the basis for the above assumption, was propose
analyzing the scanning tunneling microscopy~STM! image
of a Ba/Si~111!-(332) surface using anab initio
calculation.16 Figure 1~b! shows this model, whose bas
structure is the same as that of the HCC model but with
adsorbate coverage of 1/6 ML. According to this model,
number of valence electrons in the unit cell becomes ev
and the semiconducting electronic character can be expla
without involving correlation effects. Among the other AEM
induced (332) surfaces, the Ca/Si~111!-(332) surface was
reported to have the same geometric structure as the B
duced surface.17–19 So far, three studies have reported t
electronic structure of this surface, and a basic understan
is important in order to obtain a complete comprehension
the metal atom induced HCC structure.8,18,19However, these
0163-1829/2004/69~12!/125321~7!/$22.50 69 1253
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studies cover only a part of the surface Brillouin zone~SBZ!,
and the results are not consistent. Two of them reported
observation of two surface states in the bulk band gap8,18

while three surface states were observed in the third stud19

Further, although it was reported that the interaction betw
neighboring AEM chains is negligible and the AEM induce
Si~111!-(332) surfaces have 1D electronic character,18,20

there is no detailed study of the electronic structure perp
dicular to the AEM chains.

In this paper, we present detailed angle-resolved pho
electron spectroscopy~ARPES! measurements performe
along the@ 1̄10# and @112̄# directions of the Ca/Si~111!-(3
32) surface, i.e., the directions parallel and perpendicula
the Ca chains. Among the five surface states observed in
bulk band gap, the dispersions of three of them follow a
31) periodicity instead of the (332) periodicity observed
in low-energy electron diffraction~LEED!. The good agree-
ment between the dispersions of these three states and
of the three surface states of monovalent atom adsor
Si~111!-(331) surfaces indicates that their origins are t

FIG. 1. ~a! HCC structure of the Si~111!-(331) surface with an
adsorbate coverage of 1/3 ML.~b! Structural model proposed fo
AEM adsorbed Si~111!-(332) surfaces with an adsorbate covera
of 1/6 ML. The geometric structure of Si atoms in~b! is the same as
the HCC structure. Filled circles are metal atoms, which are
sorbed on theT4 site, and open circles are Si atoms. The dash
lines indicate the unit cell of each surface.
©2004 The American Physical Society21-1
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SAKAMOTO, ZHANG, AND UHRBERG PHYSICAL REVIEW B69, 125321 ~2004!
same or quite similar. The two other surface states obse
in the band gap were not reported on AM induced Si~111!-
(331) surfaces. Based on the difference between the
ML and the 1/6 ML HCC structures, we conclude that the
two surface states are peculiar to the AEM induced (332)
reconstructed surface. In the@112̄# direction, two surface
states with finite dispersions and one with negligible disp
sion were observed. This result suggests that the electr
character of this surface is quasi-1D, and thus that the in
action between neighboring Ca chains is not negligible.

II. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

The ARPES measurements were performed at beam
33 at the MAX-I synchrotron radiation facility in Lund, Swe
den. Photoemission spectra were obtained using an an
resolved photoelectron spectrometer and linearly polari
synchrotron radiation at photon energies (hn) of 21.2 and 17
eV. The total experimental energy resolutions we
;50 meV at hn521.2 eV and;45 meV at hn517 eV,
and the angular resolution was62°. A Si~111! sample (n
type! with a 1.1° miscut toward the@ 1̄1̄2# direction was
used as a substrate. To obtain a clean surface, we ann
the sample by direct resistive heating following the pro
dure described in Refs. 21 and 22. After the annealing
sharp (737) LEED pattern was observed, and neither t
valence-band spectra nor the Si 2p core-level spectra
showed any indication of contamination. The Ca/Si~111!-(3
32) surface was prepared by depositing Ca onto a cl
Si~111!-(737) surface at a substrate temperature
;1000 K. The base pressure was below 4310211 Torr dur-
ing the measurements, and below 5310210 Torr during the
Ca evaporation.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure 2~a! shows the LEED pattern of the Ca/Si~111!-
(332) surface obtained at 300 K with a primary electr
energy of 82 eV. Together with the strong33 spots,32
streaks are observed in the@112̄# direction. In contrast to the
clear 32 streaks shown in Fig. 2~a!, the 32 streaks of the
Ba induced Si~111!-(332) surface were reported to be a
most invisible in LEED,15,20although a clear32 periodicity
was observed using STM.16,20 The very low intensity of the
32 streaks was proposed to originate from a random shif
the Ba chains by half a unit cell without changing the ch
structure, i.e., Ba atoms are adsorbed on theT4 sites with a
32 periodicity as well as at the adsorption site shown in F
1~b!, but a random shift is caused along the chain direct
due to a negligible interaction between neighboring
chains.20 Further, it was stated that this random shift occu
during the sample annealing and cannot be caused by su
diffusion at room temperature.20

In order to study the interaction between neighboring
chains, we cooled down the sample. Figure 2~b! shows the
LEED pattern of the Ca/Si~111!-(332) surface obtained a
100 K using the same primary electron energy as in~a!.
Compared with the streaks in Fig. 2~a!, some extra spots ar
12532
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clearly observed in~b!. The extra spots correspond to th
half-order spots of (332) andc(632) reconstructions. The
LEED pattern in Fig. 2~b! indicates thus that the surfac
consists of large (332) andc(632) domains at 100 K, and
the interaction between neighboring Ca chains can there
not be neglected at this temperature. Further, the compar
intensities of the half-order spots in LEED suggest that
domain sizes of the two reconstructions are quite similar,
thus that the interaction between the second neighboring
chains can also not be neglected@thec(632) reconstruction
is formed by shifting every second Ca chain of a (332)
reconstruction by half a unit cell#. Since the random shif
proposed for the Ba/Si~111!-(332) surface was stated to b
stable at room temperature,20 it can hardly explain the for-
mation of large (332) andc(632) domains by cooling the
sample. In theoretical calculations performed for the B
Si~111!-(332) surface, the surface energies forT4 and H3
adsorption sites were reported to be comparable~the former
adsorption site was reported to be only 0.01 eV/Ba low
than the latter adsorption site in Refs. 16 and 23, and 0.
eV/Ba lower in Ref. 20!. By assuming that the surface ene
gies for Ca adsorptions on theT4 andH3 sites are close to
those of Ba adsorption, the energy values reported in
theoretical studies16,20,23 suggest that Ca atoms can chan
its adsorption site from aT4 site to its neighborT4 site via an
H3 adsorption site at room temperature, while they har
move at 100 K. Therefore, we conclude that the basic str
ture of the so-called Ca/Si~111!-(332) surface has both the
(332) and c(632) periodicities, and the32 streaks ob-
served at 300 K result from thermally induced diffusion
the Ca atoms along the chain. Although the surface has th
two different domains, we simply refer to it as Ca/Si~111!-
(332) from here on.

FIG. 2. LEED patterns of the Ca/Si~111!-(332) surface ob-
tained with a primary electron energy of 82 eV at~a! 300 and~b!
100 K. 32 streaks are observed together with strong33 spots in

the @112̄# direction in ~a!, and extra spots that originate from (
32) andc(632) reconstructions are clearly observed in~b!.
1-2
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FIG. 3. ARPES spectra of the Ca/Si~111!-(3

32) surface measured along the@ 1̄10# direction
using ~a! hn521.2 eV and~b! hn517 eV, and

~c! along the @112̄# direction using hn

521.2 eV. The spectra in the@ 1̄10# direction
were obtained using the out-of-plane polarizati

geometry and the spectra in the@112̄# direction
were measured using the in-plane polarization g
ometry. ~d! Surface Brillouin zones of the
Si~111!-(131), (331), and (332) surfaces.
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As shown in Fig. 2, the use of a vicinal 1.1° tilted su
strate allowed us to obtain a predominantly single-dom
Ca/Si~111!-(332) surface, instead of the three-domain
32) surface that is normally obtained using an on-axis s
strate due to the threefold symmetry of the Si~111! substrate.
That is, the observation of only weak33 spots in the@12̄1#

and @ 2̄11# directions indicates that a single-domain surfa
with a quite high quality was obtained in the present stu
and thus ARPES spectra can be analyzed without the a
guity caused by the contributions from the two other
32) domains in the spectra. To obtain the fundamental e
tronic structure of the Ca/Si~111!-(332) surface by mini-
mizing the effect of thermally induced diffusion, we hav
performed the ARPES measurements at 100 K. ARPES s
tra of the Ca/Si~111!-(332) surface obtained at 100 K ar
shown in Fig. 3, together with the SBZ’s of the Si~111!-(1
31), (331), and (332) surfaces@Fig. 3~d!#. ~a! and~b! are
the spectra measured along the@ 1̄10# direction usinghn
521.2 eV and 17 eV, respectively, and~c! displays the spec
tra measured along the@112̄# direction usinghn521.2 eV.
The spectra in the@112̄# direction were measured using th
in-plane polarization geometry~the electric field of the pho-
12532
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tons is parallel to the photoelectron emission plane!, and the

spectra measured along the@ 1̄10# direction were obtained
using the out-of-plane polarization geometry~the photoelec-
tron emission plane is perpendicular to that of the in-pla

polarization geometry!. As indicated in Fig. 3~d!, the @ 1̄10#

direction corresponds to theḠ-Ā-K̄-C̄(M̄ ) direction, and the

@112̄# direction corresponds to theḠ-C̄ direction. The sym-

bols M̄ and K̄ are the symmetry points of the (131) SBZ,

and the symbolsĀ and C̄ are the symmetry points of th
(331) SBZ. The angle-resolved photoelectron spectra w
recorded at every 1° from emission angles (ue) of 0° to 70°

in the @ 1̄10# direction, and fromue50° to 15° in the@112̄#
direction. The Fermi level position (EF), which is indicated
by dashed lines, was determined by measuring the met
Fermi edge of a Ta foil fixed on the sample holder. No de
sity of states is observed at the Fermi level in Figs. 3~a!–
3~c!. This result agrees well with the previous valence ba
studies of the Ca/Si~111!-(332) surface8,18,19 in which the
electronic structure of this surface was stated to be semic
ducting.

Figure 4~a! displays the band dispersions of the C
1-3
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SAKAMOTO, ZHANG, AND UHRBERG PHYSICAL REVIEW B69, 125321 ~2004!
Si~111!-(332) surface along the@ 1̄10# and@112̄# directions
obtained usinghn521.2 eV, and~b! shows the dispersion
along the@ 1̄10# direction obtained usinghn517 eV. The
intensities of the spectral features are approximately re
sented by the contrast in Fig. 4, which represents the sec
derivatives of the original ARPES spectra. Here we note t
the validity of the use of the second derivative of the spec
was confirmed by comparing the binding energies and c
trast in Fig. 4 with the binding energies and intensities of
spectral features in Fig. 3~dark in Fig. 4 corresponds to th
highest intensity in the spectra!. The bold dashed lines ar
the valence band edge and edges of pockets taken from
24, and the thin dashed lines represent the symmetry po
of the (131) and (331) SBZ’s indicated at the top of eac

FIG. 4. ~Color online! Band dispersion of the Ca/Si~111!-(3

32) surface measured~a! along the@ 1̄10# and @112̄# directions

using hn521.2 eV and~b! along the @ 1̄10# direction usinghn
517 eV. The bold dashed lines are the valence-band edge
edges of pockets taken from Ref. 24, and the thin dashed l
represent the symmetry points indicated at the top of each fig
The contrast represents the second derivatives of the orig
ARPES spectra shown in Fig. 3.
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figure. The valence-band maximum~VBM ! is estimated
from the binding energy of the Si 2p core level using the
relation betweenEB(VBM) , EF , andEB(Si2p3/2) given in Ref.
25.

Six states, labeledS1–S4 , S1, and S2 are clearly ob-
served in the gap and a pocket of the bulk band projectio
Fig. 4. TheS1 state, which is clearly observed in Fig. 4~b!,

has an upward dispersion from theḠ point to theĀ point and

a downward dispersion from theĀ point to theK̄ point in the

@ 1̄10# direction. Along the@112̄# direction,S1 has a down-

ward dispersion from theḠ point to the C̄ point and an

upward dispersion from theC̄ point to the Ḡ point of the
second SBZ. The dispersion width ofS1 is approximately 1.1

eV in the @ 1̄10# direction and approximately 0.2 eV in th

@112̄# direction. Both theS2 and S3 states disperse down
ward from theḠ point to theĀ point and upward from theĀ
point to theC̄ point along the@ 1̄10# direction. In the@112̄#

direction, S2 disperses upward from theḠ point to the C̄

point and downward from theC̄ point to theḠ point of the
second SBZ, andS3 hardly disperses. The dispersion width
of S2 andS3 are approximately 0.65 eV and 0.55 eV in th

@ 1̄10# direction, and the dispersion width ofS2 is approxi-
mately 0.3 eV in the@112̄# direction. The dispersion feature
of the S1–S3 states indicate that these three surface sta
follow a (331) periodicity instead of the (332) periodicity
observed in LEED~Fig. 2!.

The S4 state is observed only in a smallk// region, and
thus we cannot give its dispersion features. However, si
surface states, whose binding energies are the same as t
S4, were observed for the Na,26 K,27 and Ag~Refs. 6 and 28!
adsorbed Si~111!-(331) surfaces, we conclude thatS4 is a
surface state which originates from orbitals of Si atoms t
form the HCC structure. TheS1 andS2 states, which were
not observed in previous ARPES studies performed on m
atom adsorbed Si~111!-(331) ~Refs. 6,26,27 and 29! and
(332) ~Refs. 7,15,18 and 19! surfaces at room temperatur
disperse upward from theĀ point to theC̄ point. Three ori-
gins can be considered for these two states, i.e., direct
transitions, folding of bulk states by umklapp processes,
surface states. However, the calculated binding energie
bulk transitions are much higher than those ofS1 andS2 at
the M̄ point,30 and the observation of these two states at
same binding energies using different photon energies is
expected in the case of bulk transitions. Further, there are
structures around theḠ point that could explainS1 andS2 in
terms of surface umklapp. Therefore, we conclude thatS1
and S2 are surface states of the Ca/Si~111!-(332) surface
which were not described in the literature. The fact that
S1 andS2 states appear at the edge of the bulk band gap
are clearly observed only in the band gap supports this c
clusion. In addition to the six surface states, another s
~the Bu state!, which is not observed on the Si~111!-(737)
surface, is shown in Fig. 4. Since it completely follows t
33 periodicity in the@112̄# direction and can be reproduce
by folding theB state, thisBu state should result from the
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ELECTRONIC STRUCTURE OF THE Ca/Si~111!-(332) SURFACE PHYSICAL REVIEW B69, 125321 ~2004!
folding of a bulk state by a reciprocal lattice vector of t
high-quality (332) surface used in the present study. A st
that has the same dispersion feature asBu and which was
assigned as originating from an umklapp process was
reported on the Ba/Si~111!-(332) surface.15

In order to discuss the surface electronic structure of
Ca/Si~111!-(332) surface in more detail, we compare th
band dispersions of the five surface states observed in
bulk band gap~the S1–S3 , S1, andS2 states! with the dis-
persions of the surface states obtained theoretically for
Li/Si~111!-(331) surface.9 The filled circles in Fig. 5 repre-
sent the peak and shoulder positions of the ARPES spe
obtained usinghn521.2 eV, and the open ones are tho
obtained usinghn517 eV. The gray solid lines, which ar
labeledS1

1 , S2
1 , andS2

2 , are the dispersions of the surfac
states derived from the theoretical calculation. As shown
Fig. 5, the dispersion features ofS1–S3 agree well with those
of S1

1 , S2
1 , and S2

2 , and the relative binding energies o
S1–S3 show good agreement with those of the calcula
states atk// larger than 0.9 Å21. At k// smaller than
0.9 Å21, the relative binding energies ofS1 and S2 show
good agreement with those of the calculated states whe
the binding energy ofS3 is different from that ofS1

1 , e.g.,
the gap betweenS1

1 and S2
1 was estimated to be approx

mately 0.2 eV at theḠ point and the gap betweenS2 andS3

is obtained to be approximately 0.4 eV at theḠ point in the
present study.

In Ref. 9,S1
1 was stated to originate from a linear com

bination offc andfd , S1
1;fc1fd , wherefc andfd are

the orbitals of thec andd Si atoms shown in Fig. 1~a!. Both
the c and d Si atoms havesp2-like character, and thus thi
statement indicates that theS1

1 state mainly originates from
the p bond between thec and d Si atoms. Further, the de
scriptionS1

1;fc1fd suggests that the adsorbate hardly
fects the dispersion features of this surface state. The n
gible correlation between thep-bond state and the adsorba
is confirmed by the fact that this state is observed in the s

FIG. 5. Surface state dispersions of the Ca/Si~111!-(332) sur-

face along theḠ-C̄ and Ḡ-Ā-K̄-C̄(M̄ ) directions. The filled circles
represent the peak and shoulder positions of the ARPES sp
obtained usinghn521.2 eV, and the open ones are those obtai
usinghn517 eV. Solid gray lines are the theoretical surface st
dispersions derived from the calculation for the Li/Si~111!-(331)
surface~Ref. 9!.
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binding energy range~1.5–2.5 eV! as similar dispersion in
previous studies performed on monovalent6,26–29 and
divalent7,15,18,19 atom induced Si~111!-(331) and (332)
HCC surfaces. Therefore, since~1! the basic structure of the
Ca/Si~111!-(332) surface is the same as the HCC structu
of the Li/Si~111!-(331) surface,17–19 ~2! the dispersion of
S3 shows good agreement with that ofS1

1 at k// larger than
0.9 Å21, and~3! theS3 state is observed in a binding energ
range of 1.5–2.5 eV, we conclude that the origin ofS3 is the
p-bond state between theC andD Si atoms displayed in Fig
1~b!. That is,S3 is a linear combination offC andfD (S3

;fC1fD) wherefC andfD are the orbitals of theC and
D Si atoms, respectively. Concerning the difference betw
S3 and S1

1 at k// smaller than 0.9 Å21, it can result either
from a small modification of the HCC structure that might
caused by the adsorption of Ca atoms or from an overe
mation of the dispersion width ofS1

1 in the theoretical cal-
culation. However, we do not discuss this difference in de
since information about this state around theḠ point is miss-
ing in previous experimental studies performed on me
atom induced Si~111!-(331) surfaces, and because th
small difference should not affect the conclusion about
origin of theS3 state.

According to the theoretical calculation,9 S2
1 andS2

2 were
stated to originate from linear combinations offa and fb

(S2
6;fa6fb), wherefa and fb are the orbitals of thea

and b Si atoms. Of these two calculated surface states,
S2

2 state was predicted to have a quite small photoemiss
cross section in the measurement using the in-plane ge
etry along the@ 1̄10# direction which results from the pres
ence of an approximate mirror-plane symmetry of the HC
structure. On the other hand, the cross section ofS2

1 was
reported not to have such dependence.9 In the present study
the S1 state was hardly observed along the@ 1̄10# direction
using the in-plane geometry~not shown in this paper! but
clearly observed using the out-of-plane geometry as sho
in Fig. 4, and theS2 state was observed using both geo
etries. This result indicates that both the dispersion featu
and the photoemission cross section ofS1 andS2 agree well
with those of theS2

1 andS2
2 states. The HCC structure wit

a 1/6 ML coverage leads, however, to a surface where s
Si atoms have a different environment compared to the
ML HCC structure. It is therefore not possible to make
one-to-one comparison between our experimental data
the available calculations since all surface states are no
counted for by the 1/3 ML HCC model. As shown in Fig.
each b Si atom neighbors two metal atoms in a 1/3 M
coverage structure, while eachB Si atom neighbors one
metal atom in a 1/6 ML coverage structure, and there are
different kinds of Si atoms that correspond to thea Si atom.
TheA Si atom faces one metal atom and theA8 Si atom does
not face a metal atom. These differences indicate that, c
cerning the outermost Si atoms that face the channels,
has to consider three different orbitals~thefA , fA8 , andfB
orbitals! to discuss the origins of surface states in the cas
a 1/6 ML coverage HCC structure instead of the two~thefa
andfb orbitals! considered for a 1/3 ML coverage structur
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SAKAMOTO, ZHANG, AND UHRBERG PHYSICAL REVIEW B69, 125321 ~2004!
To discuss the surface states related to thefA , fA8 , and
fB orbitals, we assume that they originate from the line
combinations of the three orbitals as (fA6fA8)6fB . By
using this description, two more surface states should be
served on the Ca/Si~111!-(332) surface compared to the 1/
ML AM adsorbed Si~111!-(331) surface. Since the HCC
structure is reported to be stabilized by the donation of t
electrons per (332) unit cell16 and the adsorbate coverage
1/6 ML on the Si~111!-(332) surface, the interaction be
tween Ca and Si atoms should be mainly ionic. This me
that the perturbation caused by Ca atoms should be sm
and thus that the difference between the symmetries offA
andfA8 would be small. In this case,fA8 can be replaced by
fA when the phases of the two orbitals are the same, and
descriptionfA1fA8 can be simplified tofA . According to
the simplification, one can transform (fA1fA8)6fB into
fA6fB , i.e., a description that is completely the same
that used for the origins of theS2

1 andS2
2 states. Taking this

result and the good agreement betweenS1 and S2
2 and be-

tweenS2 andS2
1 into account, we conclude that the origin

of the S1 and S2 states arefA2fB and fA1fB , respec-
tively.

In contrast to the in-phase case, no simplification can
used whenfA andfA8 are out of phase, i.e., the descriptio
(fA2fA8)6fB cannot be simplified. This suggests that,
though the dispersions of the two surface states describe
fA6fB follow a (331) periodicity since the description i
the same as that used for surface states of an AM indu
Si~111!-(331) surface, the two others expected by cons
ering the presence of three different orbitals should follow
(332) periodicity. Concerning theS1 and S2 states, one
notices that two possible origins can be considered. F
these states may be surface states originating from the H
structure, e.g., the back bonds of theA andB Si atoms, that
have not been discussed in the literature. Second, these s
could be surface states that originate from the32 periodicity
of the Ca induced HCC surface, i.e., surface states peculi
the Ca/Si~111!-(332) surface. However, since theS1 and
S2 states were not observed on monovalent atom indu
Si~111!-(331) surfaces,6,26–29 the first alternative is inap
propriate, and we conclude that these two states are su
states that originate from the difference between the 1/3
coverage and 1/6 ML coverage HCC structures. We there
propose that the origins of theS1 and S2 states are (fA
2fA8)6fB .

Finally, we would like to discuss the dispersions of t
surface states perpendicular to the chain direction~the @112̄#
direction!. On a Ba/Si~111!-(332) surface,15 it was reported
that S1 has a slight upward dispersion andS3 has a down-
ward dispersion from theḠ point to theC̄ point. These dis-
persions do not agree with those observed in the pre
study. SinceS2 andS3 were reported to be degenerate at t
Ḡ point in Ref. 15, the inconsistency between the previo
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and present studies might originate from the lack of deta
information about theS3 state around theḠ point in Ref. 15.
Among the three surface states observed along the@112̄#
direction in the present study, the negligible dispersion of
S3 state indicates that this state has a strong 1D characte
the two other surface states, the dispersion width ofS2 is 1/6
of its dispersion width along the@ 1̄10# direction. This value
suggests that the 1D electronic character of theS2 state is
weaker than that ofS3. RegardingS1, its dispersion width
along the@112̄# direction, which is as large as half of it
dispersion width along the@ 1̄10# direction, indicates the
electronic character of this state to be quasi-1D. Taking
origins of S1 andS2 into account, these results suggest th
the interaction between neighboring Ca chains is not ne
gible, and therefore supports the observation of the32 spots
in LEED at 100 K.

IV. CONCLUSION

In conclusion, we have studied the electronic structure
the Ca/Si~111!-(332) surface along the@ 1̄10# and @112̄#
directions. Five states, none of which crosses the Fe
level, were observed in the bulk band gap and one state
observed in the bulk band pocket. Of the five states obser
in the band gap, the dispersions ofS1–S3 follow a (331)
periodicity instead of the clear (332) periodicity observed
in LEED. Further, they show good agreement with the d
persions of the surface states obtained theoretically
monovalent atom adsorbed Si~111!-(331) surfaces in the

@ 1̄10# direction. This indicates thatS1–S3 are surface state
whose origins are the same as or quite similar to those of
Si~111!-(331) surfaces. The two other states observed
the band gap, theS1 andS2 states, were not reported in th
literature. Taking the difference between a HCC struct
with a 1/6 ML coverage and a HCC structure with a 1/3 M
coverage into account, we conclude that these two states
surface states peculiar to the Ca/Si~111!-(332) surface. The
finite dispersion widths ofS1 andS2 in the direction perpen-
dicular to the chains (@112̄#) suggest that the electronic cha
acter is not completely 1D. This result indicates that the
teraction between neighboring Ca chains is not negligib
and therefore supports the observation of the32 spots in
LEED at 100 K.
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